
PON CAD® DATA SHEET

ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO BE COMPETITIVE 

PON CAD® is a plugin for AutoCad and BricsCAD that 

enhances the performance of CAD and allows: 

• drastic reduction of the design worktime and 

costs 

• implementation of speed preventive production

• efficienct and winning marketing presentations 

• goods management: listings of loading and assembly phases 

• total integration with all most common software

WHAT DOES PON CAD® DO?

PON CAD® may even support the less experienced designer with an intuitive 

interface and rapid tools for the design of:

• multidirectional scaffolding,

• prefabricated frames scaffolding,

• stages and roofs for the show,

• prefabricated grandstands

You can draw any structure without any limitation to form, from simple to 

complex shapes such as domes trestles, viaducts and suspended scaffolding, 

starting from photos, plans and existing CAD elevations.

For more complicatd details of the structures, the designer can perform manual 

changes by acting rapidly and simultaneously on both PON CAD® and CAD 

commands.
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REQUIRED SOFTWARE

In order to use PON CAD® you must already have installed a CAD software with 

a Windows operating system. The supported CAD are: 

• AUTOCAD from the version 2006 to ver. 2015 (www.autodesk.com) 

• Bricscad PRO from version 12 to ver. 15 PRO (www. Bricsys.com) 

AutoCAD LT versions are NOT supported.

REQUIRED HARDWARE

PON CAD® is designed to require minimal hardware resources, the 

generated files are always very small. 

For the preparation of the computer it is recomended to refer to the suggested 

configuration by the CAD software manufacturer for the three-dimensional 

design.

WORKING FILE FORMATS

PON CAD® uses only standard format files, this ensures that any customers 

can process them independently. 

All working files are saved in the following formats: DWG, CSV, TXT, HTML; 

there are no proprietory nor encrypted file formats. 

The design with all the information is saved in DWG format for use on any CAD. 

The DataBase parameters like item numbers, description, weight, price, etc. are 

stored on standard CSV text file that can be edited and managed with ease. 

The bill of materials and the data exchange files are in standard HTML, XML, 

TXT and can be managed and changed with ease by many programs.

SUPPORTED LANGUAGES

PON CAD® comes with the support of 4 languages: English, Italian, Spanish 

and German. You can also translate all of the features into other languages as 

a required service or directly by the customer himself.
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AVAILABLE LIBRARIES

PON CAD®  is a parametric software, it is able to integrate elements of any 

type, brand and model of scaffolding. For example PON CAD® can switch, 

from the scaffolding frame 'Marcegaglia' type  to a multidirectional 'Layher' type 

scaffolding setup by simply changing the DataBase reference (a common Excel 

spreadsheet). 

PON CAD® is equipped with a basic library equipment, immediately capable 

of meeting the majority of the designer's needs including the pipe and 

joint system as a supplement to the design of scaffolding and modular 

structures. 

You can also add up to 40 additional libraries, either generic or proprietary, 

already developed by MEC CAD.

SUPPORTED SCAFFOLDING BRANDS

There are several catalogue-libraries made according to the specifications of our 

customers. Among these we mention some manufacturers: Alfix (Germany), 

Alustar (Norway), Condor (Italy), Marcegaglia (Italy), Pilosio (Italy), Catari 

(Portugal), etc. .. 

These libraries of scaffolds were obtained starting from technical drawings and 

information supplied by the developer in order to guarantee the highest 

quality. 

The customer is the owner of these libraries, MEC CAD always guarantees 

trustful discreption and security on the provided data. 

The customer can perform maintainance and development of their own libraries 

(DWG file format and excel CSV), this ensures total security for the 

economic investment in time. 

MEC CAD manufactures the libraries after agreement with their customers who 

request it and who want to transform a performing technical tool into a 

powerful sales leverage thus optimizing the economic and commercial 
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impact of the investment on the software PON CAD®.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

MEC CAD is organized to enforce qualified and timely technical support to 

customers in English, Italian and Spanish language. The assistance is offered 

either by telephone or by using the most modern and free remote support tools 

such as Skype and TeamViewer.

TRAINING

PON CAD®, as a complex and highly performant software as it is, has great 

potential to be thorough with appropriate and customized training. 

All our software are always provided with a starting 10 hours training course. 

MEC CAD provides training in English-Italian-Spanish with skilled technicians 

through: 

• online courses, working directly with the designer, 

• on site courses, at our headquarters in Udine, 

• on site courses, at the customer, anywhere in the world. 

There are short self teaching video pills on our private YouTube channel that 

allow the designer to immediately become independent.

UPDATES

MEC CAD is constantly making updates and actualizations on PON CAD®, 

always pursuing a constant improvement in program quality and 

functionality.

Every year 2 new releases and several updates are issued.

STRUCTURAL CHECK

PON CAD® is a versatile solution which enables the communication with the 

most appropriate instruments deemed by the designer's knowledge and 
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experience.

You can radically reduce the required time for structural testing simply by 

using one of these two available methods: 

1. PON CAD® generates a very light file in standard DXF format, structured 

by sections and rods degrees of freedom, which can be easily imported 

into the most suitable software for structural check, thus eliminating 

the long loading phases of the structure 

2. PON CAD® directly recalls the software Dolmen ( separately supplied 

module) for the direct verification of the project, rods constraints 

sections and plan loads are transferred directly.

INTEGRATION WITH MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

PON CAD® integrates seamlessly with the warehouse management programs 

through the use of standard file formats such as TXT and CSV and would 

therefore be the ideal partner for operators in the rental sector, ensuring a 

decisive competitive advantage.
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